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Overview of the Wildlife Disease Positives Software 

 

The Wildlife Disease Positives Software allows the user to track the occurrence, persistence, or 

spread of diseases in free-ranging wildlife. The R scripts of the Wildlife Disease Positives 

Software are executed in sequence to (1) summarize testing (surveillance) data by county in a US 

state or Canadian province of interest, (2) summarize positivity rate by designated administrative 

area (county, census divisions) in the state or province of interest, (3) summarize testing effort 

and positivity rate by age (fawn, yearling, adult, all deer), sex (male, female), and year (2013-

2025), (4) summarize testing data and positivity rates for contiguous states and provinces when 

available, (5) and display the results via interactive maps in a user interface (UI). The Wildlife 

Disease Positives Software packet includes (redacted) disease testing data and example apps 

from a select assortment of United States wildlife agencies: Alabama, Arkansas, Connecticut, 

Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, 

Mississippi, New Hampshire, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, 

Tennessee, Virginia, and Wisconsin and Canadian provincial agencies: Ontario. While the 

Wildlife Disease Positives Software was designed for use by state and provincial agencies to 

track chronic wasting disease (CWD) in white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) from 2013-

2025, the software is easily adaptable to other wildlife diseases in other states or provinces, in 

different years, and/or in differing wildlife species. 



 

Because the Wildlife Disease Positives Software displays data for the state (or province) of 

interest and its contiguous neighbors, the R scripts of the Wildlife Disease Positives Software are 

an interlinking network of commands that hinge on geography. The sequence of commands 

prepare the geospatial files for the state (or province) of interest and its neighbors, prepare the 

surveillance (testing) data for the state (or province) of interest and its neighbors, and launch the 

UI of the interactive software depicting the surveillance data in the state (or province) of interest.  

 

Any data available from both the state (or province) of interest and its adjacent (state and/or 

provincial) neighbors may be included in the Wildlife Disease Positives Software interface. 

Missing data from adjacent states (or provinces) not included in this Wildlife Disease Positives 

Software packet do not hinder the use of this software. Please see the Instructions to Add an 

Additional State (or Province) to the Wildlife Disease Positives section below.   

 

The Wildlife Disease Positives Software contains five types of R scripts:  

“0_Positives_Pre_Processing.R” script, 

“1_(state name)_Positives_Data_Prep.R” script, 

“2_(state name)_Contig_Positives_Data_Prep.R” script, 

“3_(state name)_Positives_App.R” script, 

“4_(state name)_Positives_Command_Center.R” script. 

 

The 0_Positives_Pre_Processing.R script of the Wildlife Disease Positives Software script 

creates, for each state (or province), the geospatial files containing administrative boundaries 

plus the administrative boundaries of contiguous neighbor states or provinces, as well as related 

files necessary for preparing summaries and executing the UI. The outputs of the 

0_Positives_Pre_Processing.R script include the geospatial files and related files autosaved in 

the structural format needed for immediate upload into subsequent scripts of the Wildlife Disease 

Positives Software.  

Note that this script should be run before any other scripts in the Wildlife Disease Positives 

Software and should only be run once, unless additional states are added to the software (see the 

Instructions to Add an Additional State (or Province) to the Wildlife Disease Positives 

Software section below). 

 

The 1_(state name)_Positives_Data_Prep.R script of the Wildlife Disease Positives Software 

summarizes disease testing data in the state (or province) of interest into counts per county (or 

other administrative area) of positives, negatives, and tested deer by age/sex segment and 

calendar year, then saves that information in the structural format needed for immediate upload 

into the 3_(state name)_Positives_App.R script of the Wildlife Disease Positives Software.  

 

The 2_(state name)_Contig_Positives_Data_Prep.R script of the Wildlife Disease Positives 

Software intakes pre-summarized disease testing data for the states and/or provinces contiguous 

to the state (or province) of interest (after running the 1_(state name)_Positives_Data_Prep.R 

script for each contiguous state or province), then saves that information in the structural format 

needed for immediate upload into the 3_(state name)_Positives_App.R script of the Wildlife 

Disease Positives Software.  

 



The 3_(state name)_Positives_App.R script of the Wildlife Disease Positives Software intakes 

the autosaved geospatial files from the execution of the 0_Positives_Pre_Processing.R script, and 

the autosaved data from the execution of the 1_(state name)_Positives_Data_Prep.R and 2_(state 

name)_Contig_Positives_Data_Prep.R scripts, and launches the interactive user interface from 

which the user may explore a mapped version of the data and summaries. Thus, the 

0_Positives_Pre_Processing.R,  

1_(state name)_Positives_Data_Prep.R,  

2_(state name)_Contig_Positives_Data_Prep.R, and  

3_(state name)_Positives_App.R scripts of the Wildlife Disease Positives Software must run in 

sequence for each state (or province) of interest. 

 

With one click, the 4_(state name)_Positives_Command_Center.R script of the Wildlife Disease 

Positives Software runs for each state (or province) the appropriate sequence and set of scripts of 

the Wildlife Disease Positives Software: 

1_(state name)_Positives_Data_Prep.R,  

2_(state name)_Contig_Positives_Data_Prep.R, and  

3_(state name)_Positives_App.R scripts. 

Note, however, that the 4_(state name)_Positives_Command_Center.R script will not 

automatically run the 0_Positives_Pre_Processing.R script and this script must be run separately 

before running the command center script (see the Preparing and Running the Wildlife 

Disease Positives Software section below). 

 

We note that “(state name)” in all file names is a placeholder to depict the geographical entity of 

interest, regardless of whether the entity is a state, province, or otherwise. As well, the use of the 

word County is flexible to accommodate any mutually exclusive administrative area. 

 

 

Inputs Needed to Run the Wildlife Disease Positives Software 

 

Data inputs necessary to run the 0_Positives_Pre_Processing.R script of the Wildlife Disease 

Positives Software include: 

0-i.  Raw geospatial files containing administrative boundaries for the US and Canada.  

Note: The Cartographic Boundary and TIGER line files (US Census Bureau 2019; 

2020) necessary to create the appropriate files for the US states are procured using 

command lines directly in the script. The files necessary for Canada (Statistics Canada 

2019), however, require additional steps to procure from an outside source. See Steps 

5-7 in the Wildlife Disease Positives Software User Tutorial section (below).  

0-ii.  A csv file containing a list of all participating state and province names in a single 

column (for more details see Step 8 below): 

“All_States.csv” 

Note: this script will create a set of geospatial files and related files for each state (or 

province) included in “All_States.csv” and should only be run once, unless additional 

states are added to “All_States.csv” after the initial run. 

 

Data inputs necessary to run the 1_(state name)_Positives_Data_Prep.R script of the Wildlife 

Disease Positives Software vary depending on the methods used by a state (or province) for 



collecting and recording location data. Thus, the 1_(state name)_Positives_Data_Prep.R scripts 

for all states are flexible in their ability to load, read, and impute county name from recorded 

location variables, including locations referenced in the surveillance data using exact point 

locations (e.g., Arkansas, Iowa, Tennessee), the Public Land Survey System (PLSS; e.g., 

Minnesota, Michigan, Wisconsin), internal agency grid (e.g., Indiana, Ontario, Virginia), or 

reported by county (e.g., Ohio). Please see the Conversion of State-Specific Location 

Characteristics to Counties section (below). Despite this variation within the data, the data 

required to run the 1_(state name)_Positives_Data_Prep.R script must contain the same file 

naming convention and format across states. These data inputs include: 

1-i. Standardized surveillance (testing) data for the state (or province) of interest: 

“(state name)SamplesData.csv” 

1-ii. Geospatial files and related files autosaved during the execution of the 

0_Positives_Pre_Processing.R script containing the county (or other 

administrative area) boundaries of the state (or province) of interest: 

“(state name)_counties.dbf”  

“(state name)_counties.prj”  

“(state name)_counties.shp”  

“(state name)_counties.shx”  

“(state name)CountySummaryINIT.csv” 

1-iii. Depending on the state (or province) of interest, any additional geospatial files 

necessary for converting recorded location data (see Conversion of State-

Specific Location Characteristics to Counties section below). 

 

The surveillance data (1-i) are not included in this Wildlife Disease Positives Software packet. 

Templates for redacted data with standardized headers are included for each state (or province): 

“(state name)SamplesDataRedacted.csv”.  

 

Data inputs necessary to run the 2_(state name)_Contig_Positives_Data_Prep.R script of the 

Wildlife Disease Positives Software include:  

2-i. Cleaned surveillance (testing) data summaries of (1) all samples and (2) confirmed 

CWD positives in separate files for the state (or province) of interest autosaved 

during execution of the 1_(state name)_Positives_Data_Prep.R script: 

“(state name)SamplesDataCleanedAll.csv” 

“(state name)SamplesDataCleaned.csv” 

2-ii. Cleaned surveillance (testing) data summaries of (1) all samples and (2) confirmed 

CWD positives in separate files for participating neighbor states (or provinces) of 

the state (or province) of interest autosaved during execution of the 1_(state 

name)_Positives_Data_Prep.R script for each participating neighbor state (or 

province): 

“(neighbor name)SamplesDataCleanedAll.csv” 

  “(neighbor name)SamplesDataCleaned.csv”  

2-iii. Geospatial files and related files autosaved during the execution of the 

0_Positives_Pre_Processing.R script containing the county (or other 

administrative area) boundaries of the state (or province) of interest plus all 

contiguous states and/or provinces: 

“(state name)_ContigStates.dbf”  



“(state name)_ContigStates.prj”  

“(state name)_ContigStates.shp”  

“(state name)_ContigStates.shx”  

“(state name)CountySummary_Contig_INIT.csv” 

2-iv. A csv file containing a list of all state and province names with one or more rows of 

surveillance (testing) data in a single column (for more details see Step 9 below):  

“Data_States.csv” 

Note: this list may differ from the one in “All_States.csv”. 

 

Data inputs necessary to run the 3_(state name)_Positives_App.R script of the Wildlife Disease 

Positives Software include:  

3-i. Geospatial files autosaved during the execution of the 0_Positives_Pre_Processing.R 

script containing the county (or other administrative area) boundaries of the state 

(or province) of interest: 

“(state name)_counties.dbf”  

“(state name)_counties.prj”  

“(state name)_counties.shp”  

“(state name)_counties.shx”  

3-ii. Geospatial files autosaved during the execution of the 0_Positives_Pre_Processing.R 

script containing the county (or other administrative area) boundaries of the state 

(or province) of interest plus all contiguous states and/or provinces: 

“(state name)_ContigStates.dbf”  

“(state name)_ContigStates.prj”  

“(state name)_ContigStates.shp”  

“(state name)_ContigStates.shx”  

3-iii. Text files autosaved during the execution of the 0_Positives_Pre_Processing.R 

script containing the geographic center of the state (or province) of interest: 

“(state name)_Latitude.txt”  

“(state name)_Longitude.txt”  

3-iv. Cleaned surveillance (testing) data summaries of confirmed CWD positives for the 

state (or province) of interest autosaved during execution of the 1_(state 

name)_Positives_Data_Prep.R script: 

“(state name)SamplesDataCleaned.csv” 

3-v. Surveillance (testing) data summaries of (1) all samples and (2) confirmed CWD 

positives by county (or other administrative area) and age/sex segment generated 

for years (“XX”) 2013-2025 for the state (or province) of interest autosaved 

during execution of the 1_(state name)_Positives_Data_Prep.R script: 

“All_(state name)CountySummary20XX.txt” 

“(state name)CountySummary20XX.txt” 

3-vi. Surveillance (testing) data summaries of (1) all samples and (2) confirmed CWD 

positives by county (or other administrative area) and age/sex segment generated 

for years (“XX”) 2013-2025 for the state (or province) of interest and all 

participating neighbor(s) of the state (or province) of interest autosaved during 

execution of the 2_(state name)_ Contig_Positives_Data_Prep.R script: 

“All_(state name)CountySummary_Contig_20XX.txt” 

“(state name)CountySummary_Contig_20XX.txt” 



The 4_(state name)_Positives_Command_Center.R script runs the appropriate sequence and set 

of scripts for each state (or province) with one click, including the creation of data summaries for 

each participating neighbor state (or province). Therefore, data inputs necessary to run this script 

vary depending on the methods used by a state (or province) for collecting and recording 

location data. Please see the Conversion of State-Specific Location Characteristics to 

Counties section (below). Despite this variation within the data, the data required to run the 

4_(state name)_Positives_Command_Center.R script must contain the same file naming 

convention and format across states. These data inputs include: 

4-i. Geospatial files and related files autosaved during the execution of the 

0_Positives_Pre_Processing.R script containing the county (or other 

administrative area) boundaries of the state (or province) of interest: 

“(state name)_counties.dbf”  

“(state name)_counties.prj”  

“(state name)_counties.shp”  

“(state name)_counties.shx”  

“(state name)CountySummaryINIT.csv” 

4-ii. Geospatial files and related files autosaved during the execution of the 

0_Positives_Pre_Processing.R script containing the county (or other 

administrative area) boundaries of the state (or province) of interest plus all 

contiguous states and/or provinces: 

“(state name)_ContigStates.dbf”  

“(state name)_ContigStates.prj”  

“(state name)_ContigStates.shp”  

“(state name)_ContigStates.shx”  

“(state name)CountySummary_Contig_INIT.csv” 

4-iii. Text files autosaved during the execution of the 0_Positives_Pre_Processing.R 

script containing the geographic center of the state (or province) of interest: 

“(state name)_Latitude.txt”  

“(state name)_Longitude.txt”  

4-iv. Standardized surveillance (testing) data for the state (or province) of interest: 

“(state name)SamplesData.csv” 

4-v. Standardized surveillance (testing) data for the participating neighbor states (or 

provinces) of interest: 

“(neighbor name)SamplesData.csv” 

4-vi. Depending on the state (or province) of interest, any additional geospatial files 

necessary for converting recorded location data (see Conversion of State-

Specific Location Characteristics to Counties section below). 

4-vii. Depending on the state (or province) of interest, any additional geospatial files 

necessary for converting recorded location data for the participating neighbor 

states (or provinces) of the state (or province) of interest (see Conversion of 

State-Specific Location Characteristics to Counties section below). 

4-viii. A csv file containing a list of all state and province names with one or more rows 

of surveillance (testing) data in a single column (for more details see Step 9 

below): 

“Data_States.csv” 

Note: this list may differ from the one in “All_States.csv”. 



 

The state (or province) surveillance data (4-iv and 4-v) are not included in this Wildlife Disease 

Positives Software packet. Templates for redacted data with standardized headers are included 

for each state (or province): “(state name)SamplesDataRedacted.csv”.  

 

 

Wildlife Disease Positives Software User Tutorial  

Preparing and Running the Wildlife Disease Positives Software 

 

Step 1: Open R and verify that you are running the appropriate version of the R Software (R 

Core Team 2020). The appropriate version is 4.0.2 (2020-06-22) -- "Taking Off Again" 

Copyright (C) 2020 The R Foundation for Statistical Computing Platform: x86_64-w64-

mingw32/x64 [64-bit]. 

 

Step 2: Install the appropriate versions of the dependencies (R packages) in R. Packages 

include:  

“devtools” version 2.3.2  

“dplyr” version 1.0.2 

“leaflet” version 2.0.3 

“leaflet.extras” version 1.0.0 

“leafpop” version 0.0.6 

“RColorBrewer” version 1.1-2 

“rgdal” version 1.5-18 

“rgeos” version 0.5-5 

“rgl” version 0.100.54 

“raster” version 3.4-5 

“rmapshaper” version 0.4.4 

“maptools” version 1.5-2 

“shiny” version 1.5.0 

“shinyBS” version 0.61 

“shinycssloaders” version 1.0.0  

“shinydashboard” version 0.7.1 

“sf” version 0.9-6 

“spdep” version 1.1.8 

“sp” version 1.4-4  

“stringr” version 1.4.0 

“tidyr” version 1.1.2  

“tigris” version 1.0 

 

To install a particular version of an R package, run the code: 

library(devtools)  

devtools::install_version("package name", version = "#.#.#"). 

 

Step 3: Create a folder on your computer that will function as your working directory.  

3-a: Create a folder, then name it in accordance with your project. This folder will be 

your working directory. 



3-b: Set the path to the working directory in R by clicking the R Console, clicking “File”, 

clicking “Change dir…”, then navigating through the file paths to your working 

directory. Click “OK”. 

3-c: Verify that R has the correct path to your working directory by clicking the R 

console, typing “dir()”, and hitting enter. The file names of the contents of your 

working directory will print in the R console. 

 

Step 4: Prepare the Wildlife Disease Positive Software on your machine.  

4-a: Download, unzip, and save the Wildlife Disease Positive Software contents in your 

working directory.  

4-b: To double check all contents are in your working directory, click the R console, type 

“dir()”, and hit enter. The file names of the contents of your working directory will 

print in the console. 

 

Step 5: Download and prepare the provincial boundary shapefiles for Canada.  

5-a. Download the 2016 Provincial Boundary Shapefiles from Statistics Canada by going 

to https://www12.statcan.gc.ca/census-recensement/2011/geo/bound-limit/bound-

limit-2016-eng.cfm. 

5-b. Select the following options: Language: "English"; Format: "ArcGIS"; Boundary 

files: "Provinces/territories" under "Cartographic Boundary File", then click 

"Continue" to be directed to the download page. 

5-c. Download the zipped folder (lpr_000b16a_e.zip). 

5-d. Unzip the downloaded folder into the working directory. 

 

Step 6. Download and prepare the census division units shapefiles from Statistics Canada.   

6-a. Go to https://www12.statcan.gc.ca/census-recensement/2011/geo/bound-

limit/bound-limit-2016-eng.cfm. 

6-b. Select the following options: Language: "English"; Format: "ArcGIS"; Boundary 

files: "Census division" under "Cartographic Boundary File"; then click 

"Continue" to be directed to the download page. 

6-c. Download the zipped folder (lcd_000b16a_e.zip). 

6-d. Unzip the downloaded folder into the working directory.  

 

Step 7. Download and prepare the geographic attribute file for the 2016 census year for Canada. 

7-a. Go to https://www12.statcan.gc.ca/census-recensement/2011/geo/ref/att-eng.cfm. 

7-b. Select the following options: Census year: “2016”; Format: "Comma-separated 

values (.csv)"; then click "Continue" to be directed to the download page. 

7-c. Download the zipped folder (2016_92-151_XBB_csv.zip). 

7-d. Unzip the downloaded folder into the working directory. 

 

Step 8. Create a csv file titled "All_States" with a list of all participating state and province 

names in a single column named "All_States". This list is used by the Wildlife Disease 

Positives Software to create the sets of geospatial files necessary to run the application. 

Note: States or provinces with spaces, such as “New York” should be written with 

the space. Do not include the country in the name. For example, type “New York” 



as “New York”, not as “New York, USA”. States and provinces should be listed 

in ascending alphabetical order (from A at top to Z at bottom). 

 

Step 9. Create a csv file titled “Data_States" with a list of all state and province names with one 

or more rows of surveillance (testing) data in a single column named "Data_States". This 

list is used by the Wildlife Disease Positives Software to collate surveillance (testing) data 

for states (or provinces) with such data. 

Note: States or provinces with spaces, such as “New York” should be written with 

the space. Do not include the country in the name. For example, type “New York” 

as “New York”, not as “New York, USA”. States and provinces should be listed 

in ascending alphabetical order (from A at top to Z at bottom).  

Note: this list may differ from the one in “All_States.csv”. 

 

Step 10: Run the “0_Positives_Pre_Processing.R” script. 

10-a. Open the “0_Positives_Pre_Processing.R” script in R. 

10-b. Click “Edit” then “Run all” to run all lines of code in the script. 

 Note: This script will automatically create a set of geospatial files and related 

files for each state (or province) included in “All_States.csv” and should only be 

run once, unless additional states are added to “All_States.csv” after the initial 

run. 

 

Step 11: Consult the Conversion of State-Specific Location Characteristics to Counties 

section below for specific details regarding additional geospatial files necessary for 

converting recorded location data for the state (or province) of interest as well as the 

neighboring state(s) (or provinces).  

11-a. Procure any additional geospatial files required.   

11-b. Save all files to the working directory.  

 

Step 12: For the state (or province) or interest, run the Wildlife Disease Positive Software.  

12-a. Open the “4_(state name)_Positives_Command_Center.R” script for the state (or 

province) of interest in R. 

12-b. Click “Edit” then “Run all” to run all lines of code in the script. 

Note: From this moment in Step 12-b, your script will automatically call the 

appropriate libraries, then begin running the series of scripts of the Wildlife 

Disease Positives Software for that state (or province). Several lines of code will 

be executed without any further interaction from you. Your script will 

automatically load the geospatial files, initiate projections, crunch data, and sort 

data. This computational process is normal. All files are autosaved to your 

working directory. Finally, the script will open the interactive app for your state 

(or province) of interest. 

 

Step 13: Once done interacting with the UI, close the tab depicting the UI, stop the R code, and 

close the R program.  

 

Step 14: Repeat Steps 11-13 for additional states (or provinces) of interest. 

 



Template for Disease Testing Data 

 

The Wildlife Disease Positives Software requires specific formatting of the disease testing data. 

Each row must represent an individual white-tailed deer that was harvested from the wild 

population that then had at least one postmortem tissue tested for CWD. The columns (headers) 

of the data are State_id, Species, Age_group, Sex, Date_harvested, Date_sampled, Season_year, 

County, County FIPS, State, Country, Agency_management_unit, Disease_management_area, 

Grid_cell, Latitude, Longitude, Test_result, PLSS_township, PLSS_section, PLSS_range, 

PLSS_direction, PLSS_quarter, PLSS_forty, PLSS_DTRS, UTM_X, UTM_Y.  

The programming language R is sensitive to capital letters, spaces, and characters in headings, so 

you must convert your own data to mirror these precise headings.  

The requirements of each variable are defined as:  

 

State_id is a versatile (alpha, alphanumeric, or numeric) field that provides the unique global 

identifier for the individual deer record. Identifiers can be in any format provided they are 

unique for each individual. This field is unused in the Wildlife Disease Positives Software 

and may be left blank without issue. 

 

Species is a text (categorical) field that specifies the species of the tested animal. While records 

for many species can exist in this format, only the category of “white-tailed deer” is of 

concern for this software. To use the Wildlife Disease Positives Software as written, this field 

should be listed as “white-tailed deer”. 

 

Age_group is a text (categorical) field that specifies the age of the deer. While many ambiguous 

categories such as “Unknown”, “unknown”, “no age”, or “No age” may exist in the raw data, 

only the categories “Adult”, “Yearling”, and “Fawn” are of concern for the Wildlife Disease 

Positives Software. Individuals that do not fall into “Adult”, “Yearling”, or “Fawn” 

categories are omitted from use in Wildlife Disease Positives Software. 

   

Sex is a text (categorical) field that specifies the sex of the deer. While many ambiguous 

categories such as “Unknown” or “unknown” may exist in the raw data, only the categories 

“Male” and “Female” are of concern of the Wildlife Disease Positives Software. Individuals 

that do not fall into “Male” or “Female” categories are omitted from use in the Wildlife 

Disease Positives Software.   

 

Date_harvested is the date (MM/DD/YYYY) that depicts the exact day that the individual was 

removed from the wild. Acceptable variations for single valued months or days include 

M/DD/YYYY, M/D/YYYY, or MM/D/YYYY. The user can modify the Wildlife Disease 

Positives Software to use Season_year, Date_harvested, or Date_sampled to represent year, 

but data from the selected field must be consistent across all individuals. Individuals for 

which data are incomplete or blank are omitted from use in the Wildlife Disease Positives 

Software.  

 

Date_sampled is the date (MM/DD/YYYY) that depicts the exact day that the individual was 

tested for the disease in the laboratory. Acceptable variations for single valued months or 

days include M/DD/YYYY, M/D/YYYY, or MM/D/YYYY. The user can modify the 



Wildlife Disease Positives Software to use Season_year, Date_harvested, or Date_sampled to 

represent year, but data from the selected field must be consistent across all individuals. 

Individuals for which data are incomplete or blank are omitted from use in the Wildlife 

Disease Positives Software. 

 

Season_year represents the fiscal year (YYYY-YY) that the individual was removed from the 

wild and is used in the Wildlife Disease Positives Software to summarize testing data by year. 

Fiscal year is defined to span August 1 to July 31. The user can modify the Wildlife Disease 

Positives Software to use Season_year, Date_harvested, or Date_sampled to represent year, 

but data from the selected field must be consistent across all individuals. Individuals for 

which data are incomplete or blank are omitted from use in the Wildlife Disease Positives 

Software. 

 

County represents the county where the individual was located when it was removed from the 

wild population. If County is blank, the Wildlife Disease Positives Software will attempt to 

impute the County from other location data if available. Only individuals with a known 

County are used in the Wildlife Disease Positives Software. 

 

County FIPS represents the county Federal Information Processing Standard Publication (FIPS) 

code of the county where the individual was removed from the wild population (USA 

ONLY). FIPS codes corresponding to counties in the USA are found at: 

https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detail/national/home/?cid=nrcs143_013697. 

 

State represents the US state or Canadian province of the individual when it was removed from 

the wild population. This field is unused in the Wildlife Disease Positives Software and may 

be left blank without issue. 

 

Country represents the country of the individual when it was removed from the wild population. 

This field is unused in the Wildlife Disease Positives Software and may be left blank without 

issue. 

 

Agency_management_unit represents the geographical location of the individual when it was 

removed from the wild population. If County is blank, the Wildlife Disease Positives 

Software can be modified to impute the County from Agency_management_unit, provided the 

Agency_management_unit boundaries are provided in an accompanying shapefile. Only 

individuals with a known County are used in the Wildlife Disease Positives Software. 

 

Disease_management_area represents the geographical location of the individual when it was 

removed from the wild population. If County is blank, the Wildlife Disease Positives 

Software can be modified to impute the County from Disease_management_area, provided 

the Disease_management_area boundaries are provided in an accompanying shapefile. Only 

individuals with a known County are used in the Wildlife Disease Positives Software. 

 

Grid_cell is used for Indiana, Virginia, USA and Ontario, CAN in the context of their specific 

grid system and shapefiles (“State_grid_4mile”, “All_Grids_State.shp”, and 



“BBA_10km_Grid”, respectively) and may be otherwise left blank without issue in the 

Wildlife Disease Positives Software. 

 

Latitude represents the latitude coordinate of the individual when it was removed from the wild 

population. If County is blank, the Wildlife Disease Positives Software can be modified to 

impute County from Latitude and Longitude coordinates if available. Only individuals with a 

known County are used in the Wildlife Disease Positives Software.  

 

Longitude represents the longitude coordinate of the individual when it was removed from the 

wild. If County is blank, the Wildlife Disease Positives Software can be modified to impute 

the County from Latitude/Longitude coordinates if available. Only individuals with a known 

County are used in the Wildlife Disease Positives Software.  

 

Test_result is the text (categorical) field that represents the disease test result of the individuals. 

Fields include “Not Detected” and “Positive”. Only individuals with a known Test_result are 

used in the Wildlife Disease Positives Software. 

 

PLSS_township is the Public Land Survey System (PLSS) township used in Michigan, 

Minnesota and Wisconsin, USA and may be otherwise left blank without issue in the Wildlife 

Disease Positives Software. 

 

PLSS_section is the Public Land Survey System (PLSS) section used in Michigan, Minnesota 

and Wisconsin, USA and may be otherwise left blank without issue in the Wildlife Disease 

Positives Software. 

 

PLSS_range is the Public Land Survey System (PLSS) range used in Michigan, Minnesota and 

Wisconsin, USA and may be otherwise left blank without issue in the Wildlife Disease 

Positives Software. 

 

PLSS_direction is the Public Land Survey System (PLSS) direction used in Minnesota and 

Wisconsin, USA and may be otherwise left blank without issue in the Wildlife Disease 

Positives Software. 

 

PLSS_quarter is the Public Land Survey System (PLSS) section quarter used in Minnesota and 

Wisconsin, USA. The Wildlife Disease Positives Software can be modified to impute the 

County from PLSS_quarter, provided the PLSS_quarter boundaries are provided in an 

accompanying shapefile.  Only individuals with a known County are used in the Wildlife 

Disease Positives Software. 

 

 PLSS_forty is the Public Land Survey System (PLSS) section forty used in Minnesota and 

Wisconsin, USA. The Wildlife Disease Positives Software can be modified to impute the 

County from PLSS_forty, provided the PLSS_forty boundaries are provided in an 

accompanying shapefile.  Only individuals with a known County are used in the Wildlife 

Disease Positives Software. 

 



PLSS_DTRS is a numeric string that corresponds to the combined Public Land Survey System 

(PLSS) fields of PLSS_direction, PLSS_township, PLSS_range, PLSS_section used in 

Wisconsin, USA and may be otherwise left blank without issue in the Wildlife Disease 

Positives Software. 

 

UTM_X represents the x-coordinate, or easting, of the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

coordinate system. Location of samples collected in Arkansas and Iowa, USA are referenced 

using UTM coordinates. The column may be otherwise left blank without issue in the 

Wildlife Disease Positives Software. 

 

UTM_Y represents the y-coordinate, or northing, of the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

coordinate system. Locations of samples collected in Arkansas and Iowa, USA are referenced 

using UTM coordinates. The column may be otherwise left blank without issue in the 

Wildlife Disease Positives Software. 

 

 

Conversion of State-Specific Location Characteristics to Counties 

 

Different wildlife agencies are interested in and subsequently collect different variables to depict 

the characteristics of sampled white-tailed deer in their testing data. While the template testing 

data were designed to incorporate a wide range of possible variables collected by agencies, 

differing protocols used for geospatial data collection between agencies mandate that the first 

script be flexible to geospatial data conversion methods. For all states, the goal of the “1_(state 

name)_Positives_Data_Prep.R” script of the Wildlife Disease Positives Software is to convert the 

reported location data into the appropriate County for each tested individual and when provided, 

convert point location data to Latitude and Longitude coordinates for mapping confirmed CWD 

positives in the interactive user interface. Only individuals with a confirmed County location are 

used to generate the summaries depicted in the Wildlife Disease Positives Software and the data 

prep scripts have been programmed to impute County based on provided geospatial data when 

County is blank.  

 

 

Standard Data Prep Scripts 

 

Many agencies report general location data of sampled deer at the County level and/or collect 

point locations recorded in Latitude and Longitude coordinates. Therefore, the standard 

programming of the “1_(state name)_Positives_Data_Prep.R” script of the Wildlife Disease 

Positives Software is designed to summarize and convert the following location data: 

1) County level locations (via County FIPS codes)  

2) Point locations referenced in Latitude and Longitude (WGS84) coordinates 

 

Data prep scripts for the following states in the Wildlife Disease Positives Software are based on 

the standard “1_(state name)_Positives_Data_Prep.R” script and do not contain additional 

geospatial programming code:  

Alabama, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, 

New Hampshire, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Tennessee. 



 

 

State-Specific Modifications  

 

Arkansas. The data prep script “1_Arkansas_Positives_Data_Prep.R” is programmed to 

reproject provided UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator) coordinates (UTM_X and 

UTM_Y) to Latitude and Longitude coordinates for mapping in the software, and impute 

County based on provided geospatial data when County is blank.  

 

Indiana. The data prep script “1_Indiana_Positives_Data_Prep.R” is programmed to impute 

centroid coordinates for Grid_cell locations of sampled white-tailed deer recorded to a 4 

mi2 state-specific grid using the state-furnished grid shapefile (“State_grid_4mile.shp”). 

Additionally, the script is programmed to impute County based on provided Grid_cell 

data when County is blank. 

To obtain a copy of the Indiana grid shapefile contact: 

Emily McCallen 

DNR/DFW biometrician 

DFW Bloomington Field Office, 5596 E. S.R. 46, Bloomington, IN 47401 

emccallen@dnr.IN.gov 

812-822-3302 

 

Iowa. The data prep script “1_Iowa_Positives_Data_Prep.R” is programmed to reproject 

provided UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator) coordinates (UTM_X and UTM_Y) to 

Latitude and Longitude coordinates for mapping in the software, and impute County 

based on provided geospatial data when County is blank.  

 

Michigan. The data prep script “1_Michigan_Positives_Data_Prep.R” is programmed to impute 

centroid coordinates for Public Land Survey System (PLSS) designations 

(PLSS_township, PLSS_range, and PLSS_section) using the PLSS shapefile 

(“Public_Land_Survey_Sections.shp”) publicly available from the Michigan Department 

of Natural Resources. Additionally, the script is programmed to impute County based on 

provided PLSS data when County is blank. 

To download the publicly available PLSS shapefile: 

a. Go to: https://gis-michigan.opendata.arcgis.com/datasets/public-land-survey-

sections. 

b. Click “View Full Details” to be directed to the download page. 

c. Click “Download” to open the download options ribbon. 

d. Under “Shapefile”, click “Download”. 

e. Unzip the downloaded folder and move all contents into the working directory. 

f. Double check that the name of the shapefile matches the name called in the 

script: “Public_Land_Survey_Sections.shp”. 

 

Minnesota. The data prep script “1_Minnesota_Positives_Data_Prep.R” is programmed to 

impute centroid coordinates for Public Land Survey System (PLSS) designations 

(PLSS_township, PLSS_range, PLSS_direction, and PLSS_section) using the Township, 

Range, and Section (TRS) digital data set (“trs.shp”) from the Minnesota Geospatial 



Information Office. Additionally, the script is programmed to impute County based on 

provided PLSS data when County is blank. 

To download the publicly available TRS shapefile: 

a. Go to: https://gisdata.mn.gov/dataset/plan-mngeo-trs. 

b. Next to “Shapefile”, click “Download”. 

c. Unzip the downloaded folder and move all contents into the working directory. 

d. Double check that the name of the TRS shapefile matches the name called in 

the script: “trs.shp”. 

 

Ontario. The data prep script “1_Ontario_Positives_Data_Prep.R” is programmed to impute 

centroid coordinates for Grid_cell locations of sampled white-tailed deer recorded to a 10 

km2 province-specific grid using the province-furnished grid shapefile 

(“BBA_10km_Grid.shp”). Additionally, the script is programmed to impute County 

(census division) based on provided Grid_cell data when County (census division) is 

blank. 

To obtain a copy of the Ontario grid shapefile contact: 

Larissa Nituch 

Science Operations Supervisor 

Wildlife Research and Monitoring Section 

Ontario Ministry of Northern Development, Mines, Natural Resources and 

Forestry 

Trent University, DNA Building 

2140 East Bank Drive, Peterborough ON K9J 7B8 

705-313-2043 

 

Rhode Island. The data prep script “1_RhodeIsland_Positives_Data_Prep.R” is a standard data 

prep script supplemented with code to adjust the coordinates used to represent the 

centroid of Newport County as the true centroid falls outside the county boundary.  

 

Virginia. The data prep script “1_Virginia_Positives_Data_Prep.R” is programmed to impute 

centroid coordinates for Grid_cell locations of sampled white-tailed deer recorded to a 1 

mi2 state-specific grid using the state-furnished grid shapefile (“All_Grids_State.shp”). 

Additionally, the script is programmed to impute County based on provided Grid_cell 

data when County is blank. 

The Virginia grid shapefile is included in the Wildlife Disease Positives Software. 

To access the shapefile: 

a. Unzip the included “All_Grids_State” zipped folder.  

b. Move all contents of the unzipped folder into the working directory. 

c.  Double check that the name of the Virginia shapefile matches the name called 

in the script: “All_Grids_State.shp”. 

 

Wisconsin. The data prep script “1_Wisconsin_Positives_Data_Prep.R” has been programmed to 

impute centroid coordinates for Public Land Survey System (PLSS) designations 

(PLSS_township, PLSS_range, PLSS_direction, PLSS_section, and PLSS_DTRS) using 

the PLSS shapefile (“PLSS_Sections.shp”) publicly available from the Wisconsin 



Department of Natural Resources. Additionally, the script is programmed to impute 

County based on provided PLSS data when County is blank. 

To download the publicly available PLSS shapefile: 

a. Go to: https://data-wi-dnr.opendata.arcgis.com/datasets/plss-sections. 

b. Click “View Full Details” to be directed to the download page. 

c. Click “Download” to open the download options ribbon. 

d. Under “Shapefile”, click “Download”. 

e. Unzip the downloaded folder and move all contents into the working directory. 

f. Double check that the name of the shapefile matches the name called in the 

script: “PLSS_Sections.shp”. 

 

 

Instructions to Add an Additional State (or Province) to the Wildlife Disease Positives 

Software 

 

The Wildlife Disease Positives Software was initially developed to accommodate the needs of a 

consortium of state and provincial wildlife agencies that opted to participate in the Surveillance 

Optimization Project for Chronic Wasting Disease (SOP4CWD; CHWL 2021). Accordingly, the 

list of states and provinces included in this packet reflect a selection of partnering agencies, but 

other states and provinces are welcome to join. 

 

In the event additional states or provinces join, this software can accommodate their inclusion 

with ease. To add a state or province to the Wildlife Disease Positives Software: 

 

Step i: Open the “All_States.csv” file.  

i-a:  Enter the name of the new state (or province) in the alphabetically appropriate row.  

Note: States or provinces with spaces, such as “New York” should be written with 

the space. Do not include the country in the name. For example, type “New York” 

as “New York”, not as “New York, USA”. States and provinces should be listed 

in ascending alphabetical order (from A at top to Z at bottom).  

i-b. Save the updated “All_States.csv” file to your working directory. 

 

Step ii. If the new state (or province) has one or more rows of surveillance (testing) data, open 

the “Data_States.csv” file, and enter the name of the new state.   

ii-a. Enter the name of the new state (or province) in the alphabetically appropriate row.  

Note: States or provinces with spaces, such as “New York” should be written with 

the space. Do not include the country in the name. For example, type “New York” 

as “New York”, not as “New York, USA”. States and provinces should be listed 

in ascending alphabetical order (from A at top to Z at bottom). 

 

Step iii: Run the “0_Positives_Pre_Processing.R” script with the new list of states.  

iii-a. Follow Steps 1-10 (above).  

Note: If you previously completed Steps 2-7 for another state (or province) (i.e., 

installed the appropriate packages, setup your working directory, prepared the 

Wildlife Disease Positives Software, and downloaded and added the Canadian 



provincial boundary shapefiles, census division unit shapefiles, and geographic 

attribute file to your working directory), you may skip Steps 2-7. 

 

Step iv: Create a “1_(state name)_Positives_Data_Prep.R” script for the new state (or province) 

to add to the Wildlife Disease Positives Software. 

iv-a. Make a copy of the “1_(state name)_Positives_Data_Prep.R” of any previously 

existing state.  

Note: Consult the Conversion of State-Specific Location Characteristics to 

Counties section above and, if possible, choose an existing state that records 

location data using methods similar to the new state, for instance: exact point 

locations (e.g., Arkansas, Iowa, Tennessee), the Public Land Survey System 

(PLSS; e.g., Minnesota, Michigan, Wisconsin), internal agency grid (e.g., 

Indiana, Ontario, Virginia), or by county (e.g., Ohio). 

Additionally, for new states or provinces with spaces in the name, such as South 

Carolina, choose an existing state with spaces in the name, such as New York. 

iv-b. Rename the copy to reflect the name of the new state (or province).  

Note: States or provinces with spaces in the name should be named without the 

space. For example, to add South Carolina, the file name should be 

“1_SouthCarolina_Positives_Data_Prep.R”. 

iv-c. Open the script created in iv-b, click “Edit” then “Replace…”, and in the box that 

pops up, fill in the appropriate fields with the existing state (or province) name 

and the new state (or province) name, then click “Replace All”.  

Note: For states or provinces with spaces in the name, repeat this process both 

with a space and without. For example, perform “Replace All” for both: 

find: New York, replace: South Carolina  

find: NewYork, replace: SouthCarolina 

 

Step v: Create a “2_(state name)_Contig_Positives_Data_Prep.R” script for the new state (or 

province) to add to the Wildlife Disease Positives Software. 

v-a. Make a copy of the  

“2_(state name)_Contig_Positives_Data_Prep.R”  of any previously existing 

state.  

Note: For new states or provinces with spaces in the name, such as South 

Carolina, choose an existing state with spaces in the name, such as New York. 

v-b. Rename the copy to reflect the name of the new state (or province).  

Note: States or provinces with spaces in the name should be named without the 

space. For example, to add South Carolina, the file name should be 

“2_SouthCarolina_Contig_Positives_Data_Prep.R”. 

v-c. Open the script created in v-b, click “Edit” then “Replace…”, and in the box that 

pops up, fill in the appropriate fields with the existing state (or province) name 

and the new state (or province) name, then click “Replace All”.  

Note: For states or provinces with spaces in the name, repeat this process both 

with a space and without. For example, perform “Replace All” for both: 

find: New York, replace: South Carolina  

find: NewYork, replace: SouthCarolina 

 



Step vi: Create a “3_(state name)_Positives_App.R” script for the new state (or province) to add 

to the Wildlife Disease Positives Software. 

vi-a. Make a copy of the “3_(state name)_Positives_App.R” of any previously existing 

state.  

Note: For new states or provinces with spaces in the name, such as South 

Carolina, choose an existing state with spaces in the name, such as New York. 

vi-b. Rename the copy to reflect the name of the new state (or province).  

Note: States or provinces with spaces in the name should be named without the 

space. For example, to add South Carolina, the file name should be 

“3_SouthCarolina_Positives_App.R”. 

vi-c. Open the script created in vi-b, click “Edit” then “Replace…”, and in the box that 

pops up, fill in the appropriate fields with the existing state (or province) name 

and the new state (or province) name, then click “Replace All”.  

Note: For states or provinces with spaces in the name, repeat this process both 

with a space and without. For example, perform “Replace All” for both: 

find: New York, replace: South Carolina  

find: NewYork, replace: SouthCarolina 

 

Step vii: Create a “4_(state name)_Positives_Command_Center.R” script for the new state (or 

province) to add to the Wildlife Disease Positives Software. 

vii-a. Make a copy of the “4_(state name)_Positives_Command_Center.R” of any 

previously existing state.  

Note: For new states or provinces with spaces in the name, such as South 

Carolina, choose an existing state with spaces in the name, such as New York. 

vii-b. Rename the copy to reflect the name of the new state (or province).  

Note: States or provinces with spaces in the name should be named without the 

space. For example, to add South Carolina, the file name should be 

“3_SouthCarolina_Positives_App.R”. 

vii-c. Open the script created in vii-b, click “Edit” then “Replace…”, and in the box that 

pops up, fill in the appropriate fields with the existing state (or province) name 

and the new state (or province) name, then click “Replace All”.  

Note: For states or provinces with spaces in the name, repeat this process both 

with a space and without. For example, perform “Replace All” for both: 

find: New York, replace: South Carolina  

find: NewYork, replace: SouthCarolina 

vii-d. Open the script created in vii-c, then determine which states and/or provinces are 

contiguous (share a border) to the new state.  

Note: Entities separated by a water body only are not considered contiguous.  

vii-e. Modify the block of code containing the “source("1_(state name) 

_Positives_Data_Prep.R")” command lines to reflect the list of participating 

contiguous states (or provinces).  

Note: States or provinces with spaces in the name should be replaced without the 

space. For example, to add South Carolina, because both contiguous neighbors 

are in the packet, this block of code would read: 

“source("1_Georgia_Positives_Data_Prep.R")” 

“source("1_NorthCarolina_Positives_Data_Prep.R")”.  



Alternatively, to add Missouri, only Iowa, Kentucky, Tennessee, and Arkansas 

exist in the packet (contiguous neighbors Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, and 

Illinois do not), so the block of code would read: 

“source("1_Iowa_Positives_Data_Prep.R")” 

“source("1_Kentucky_Positives_Data_Prep.R")” 

“source("1_Tennessee_Positives_Data_Prep.R")” 

“source("1_Arkansas_Positives_Data_Prep.R")”.  

 

Step viii. Add the new state (or province) to the command code of all its participating neighbors. 

viii-a. Open the “4_(state name)_Positives_Command_Center.R” for each contiguous 

neighbor to the state (or province) being added to the Wildlife Disease Positives 

Software. 

vii-b. Add the command “source("1_(new state name)_Positives_Data_Prep.R")” to the 

section of code containing the other contiguous states (or provinces).  

Note: States or provinces with spaces in the name should be replaced without the 

space. For example, to add South Carolina, the command code: 

“source("1_SouthCarolina_Positives_Data_Prep.R")” 

should be added to the scripts: “4_Georgia_Positives_Command_Center.R” and 

“4_NorthCarolina_Positives_Command_Center.R”. 

 

Step ix: Standardize the surveillance (testing) data according to the details provided in the 

Template for Disease Testing Data section above. 

 

 Step x: Consult the Conversion of State-Specific Location Characteristics to Counties 

section above for details regarding additional geospatial files necessary for converting 

recorded location data for existing states (or provinces) and compare with the new state 

(or province) of interest. 

x-a. Procure any additional geospatial files required.   

x-b. Update the code in the “1_(state name)_Positives_Data_Prep.R” script created in 

Step iv-c for the new state (or province) as needed to convert reported location 

data for each tested individual into the appropriate County. 

x-c. Save all files to the working directory.  

 

Step x: Run the command code for the new state (or province) and all its participating 

contiguous neighbors (i.e., Steps 11-13 above). 

 

 

Technical Details  

 

0_Positive_Pre_Processing.R script of the Wildlife Disease Positives Software was written under 

R version 4.0.2 (2020-06-22) -- "Taking Off Again" Copyright (C) 2020 The R Foundation for 

Statistical Computing Platform: x86_64-w64-mingw32/x64 (64-bit) and requires the packages: 

(1) “devtools” version 2.3.2 (Wickman et al. 2020), (2) “rgdal” version 1.5-18 (Bivand et al. 

2020), (3) “tigris” version 1.0 (Walker 2020), (4) “stringr” version 1.4.0 (Wickman 2019), (5) 

“spdep” version 1.1.8 (Bivand et al. 2013;  Bivand and Wong 2018), (6) “maptools” version 1.0-

2 (Bivand and Lewin-Koh 2021), (7) “raster” version 3.4-5 (Hijmans 2020), (8) “dplyr” version 



1.0.2 (Wickman et al. 2021), (9) “rmapshaper” version 0.4.4 (Teucher and Russell 2020), and 

(10) “rgeos” version 0.5-5 (Bivand and Rundel 2020). 

 

1_(state name)_Positives_Data_Prep.R script of the Wildlife Disease Positives Software was 

written under R version 4.0.2 (2020-06-22) -- "Taking Off Again" Copyright (C) 2020 The R 

Foundation for Statistical Computing Platform: x86_64-w64-mingw32/x64 (64-bit) and requires 

the packages: (1) “devtools” version 2.3.2 (Wickman et al. 2020), (2) “dplyr” version 1.0.2 

(Wickman et al. 2021), (3) “sp” version 1.4-4 (Pebesma and Bivand 2005; Bivand et al. 2013), 

(4) “sf” version 0.9-6 (Pebesma 2018), (5) “rgdal” version 1.5-18 (Bivand et al. 2020), (6) 

“tidyr” version 1.1.2 (Wickman 2020), (7) “rgeos” version 0.5-5 (Bivand and Rundel 2020), (8) 

“raster” version 3.4-5 (Hijmans 2020), and (9) “maptools” version 1.0-2 (Bivand and Lewin-Koh 

2021). 

 

2_(state name)_Contig_Positives_Data_Prep.R script of the Wildlife Disease Positives Software 

was written under R version 4.0.2 (2020-06-22) -- "Taking Off Again" Copyright (C) 2020 The 

R Foundation for Statistical Computing Platform: x86_64-w64-mingw32/x64 (64-bit) and 

requires the packages: (1) “devtools” version 2.3.2 (Wickman et al. 2020), (2) “dplyr” version 

1.0.2 (Wickman et al. 2021), (3) “sp” version 1.4-4 (Pebesma and Bivand 2005; Bivand et al. 

2013), (4) ) “rgdal” version 1.5-18 (Bivand et al. 2020), (5) “tidyr” version 1.1.2 (Wickman 

2020),  and (6) “stringr” version 1.4.0 (Wickman 2019). 

 

3_(state name)_Positives_App.R script of the Wildlife Disease Positives Software was written 

under R version 4.0.2 (2020-06-22) -- "Taking Off Again" Copyright (C) 2020 The R 

Foundation for Statistical Computing Platform: x86_64-w64-mingw32/x64 (64-bit) and requires 

the packages: (1) “devtools” version 2.3.2 (Wickman et al. 2020), (2) “shinydashboard” version 

0.7.1 (Chang and Borges Ribeiro 2018), (3) “shiny” version 1.5.0 (Chang et al. 2020), (4) 

“leaflet” version 2.0.3 (Cheng et al. 2019), (5) “dplyr” version 1.0.2 (Wickman et al. 2021), (6) 

“leaflet.extras” version 1.0.0 (Karambelkar and Schloerke 2018), (7) “rgl” version 0.100.54 

(Adler et al. 2020), (8) “shinyBS” version 0.61 (Bailey 2015), (9) “RColorBrewer” version 1.1-2 

(Neuwirth 2014), (10) “sp” version 1.4-4 (Pebesma and Bivand 2005; Bivand et al. 2013), (11) 

“sf” version 0.9-6 (Pebesma 2018), (12) “rgdal” version 1.5-18 (Bivand et al. 2020), (13) 

“leafpop” version 0.0.6 (Appelhans and Detsch 2020), (14) “tidyr” version 1.1.2 (Wickman 

2020), (15) “rgeos” version 0.5-5 (Bivand and Rundel 2020), (16) “raster” version 3.4-5 

(Hijmans 2020), (17) “shinycssloaders” version 1.0.0 (Sali and Attali 2020), and (18) 

“rmapshaper” version 0.4.4 (Teucher and Russell 2020). 

 

4_(state name)_Positives_Command_Center.R script of the Wildlife Disease Positives Software 

was written under R version 4.0.2 (2020-06-22) -- "Taking Off Again" Copyright (C) 2020 The 

R Foundation for Statistical Computing Platform: x86_64-w64-mingw32/x64(64-bit)and 

requires all the packages listed for the other scripts. 
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License  

 

The Wildlife Disease Positives Software is shared under a MIT License.  

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and 

associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, 

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, 

sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is 

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:  

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or 

substantial portions of the Software.  

 

https://alistaire.rbind.io/blog/coalescing-joins/


THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, 

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF 

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND 

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT 

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, 

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, 

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER 

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.  
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